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Let din, p. Q) be the maximum passibk number of q-cliques among ail graphs on n 
nodes with no pchque. Turk, in 134 I, determined ~ln, p’, 2) fat ali n and p. For each n 
and p, he found the unique graph which attains this maximum. In this paper we deter- 
mine f(rr, p, q) for dl values of n, p and 4. We show that, except for the trkial case 
1 6; II < q, Turin’s gral’sh is the unique graph which attains the maximunt ,f(n, p, q) for 
diqeuchthai f <qsp. 
1. i[ntroduction and definition of the probkm 
Given n nodes, let the complete graph on any p of those n~c~tes be 
calied a p-clique. Let jk, p, 4‘) be the maximum possible number of q- 
chquea among all graphs on H nodes with no p-clique. Tu15n [Z! ] , in 194 1, 
in Hungarian, and again in 1254, in? English, determined f(n, p, 2), as well 
a~ the unique graphs giving these maxima. in 1962, Mann and crser [ I 1, 
determined ~(PI, 4,X). 
In this paper we determine f(n, p, y ) for all n, p and 4. We sg! ow that 
the graphs of ?‘uCin, which we caNI 7’(n, p), maximize the number of q- 
cliques fi)p al values of qy under the restriction that there be ma p-clique. 
Oreover, provided 1 < 4 < p and 9 < /r, T(n,p) is the ody grldph on PE 
nodens (up to isamcrphism) which maximizes the number of q-cliql 
ere be JO p-cli ran3 now cm, we will 
f thz case p G q seglaratcly :in 
4: isha A. Perles for his ~t~~pfu~ s ggestions co~~cerni 
wfiting of this paper. 
begin; we establish the followin . . 
on.tainr:d in G with a maximal: number of nodes; 
lique. Then (7 6 k G [j - LIfq<k<p--LtakeanodeofG , 
ifi E; call it ti’. Not ala edges 33nnecting u with E are in C, fc r 
re would be a (k + 1 ,Mique. Let (u, U) be a:~ edge, with 
ir-; not in t;;. Then we may add a q-clique to G as hollows. 
any Q -- 2 nodes of E not including U, say (Us, . ..+ 2}3 tp -.V 
with u ;lnd u. Form the q-clique with nodes (ul 9 ...T u*_~, u, v). 
out F is not in G since the edge {u, v) is not in G. Moreover, 
add F to G without creating a g_cQue. To see this, first remark 
ges added to (3 contain v. knee if we do create a p-clique, 
sp ) , then u is one of the si and the other p - 1 
ed a (p- I )xlique before the addition of I;; This 
ity of k < p-- I and proves the lemma. 
h on ra nodes defirled as follows. If n = r (mod 
t sets with (PI - r)/(p - 1) + 1 nodes each, and 
-r)/@ - 1) nodes each. Caft fhese sets S, ,...$ Sp _ I . 
ibk &ge~ collnecting r&es of Si to nodes of S”, ffDr i + j. 
er of q-cliques in T(n, p) is 
n-p $ 1 
p-- 1 
len t(n, p, 4’1 
Let W be any graph on ;r2 nodes, n 3 p, with no p-clique, and wit 
positive number of q-cliques, Sugpoise H has a Ip - 1 )-clique, say E. en 
we can define three types o q-c!iqu$s in ff with re+ect to I?,, Those 
whose nodes form a subset of the qndes of E, call these cliqu.es of type 1; 
those whose nodes are disjoint from the nodes of E, ca1I these Giques of 
type 2, and those cliques which are neither of type 1 nor of’ type 2, call 
these cliques of type 3. 
It is clear t&at the three types of cliques form three disjoint (Aasses. It
is also clear that H hz~s exactly (J’; I) q-cliques of type 1. Furthr;rmore, 
since H has no p-dique, it has at most ft~--p+ 1 9 P,(I) q-cliques of type 2. 
We now compute an upper bound for the number of q-cliqiles of type 3 
in fi. 
For each choice of a k-clique, P < k < q - 1, which does not intersect 
E, consider the number of q-cliques of type 3 which use on@ those k 
nodes from outsi e of E:. These q-cliques can involve altogether at most 
p-k- 1 of the nodes of E, otherwise there would be a p-clique:. Si 
each on? ofi these q-cliques us exactly q-- k nodes of E, there can 
most I q_k P-+ 1 ) such g-cliques. oreover, there are at most ,f(ta - p+ 1 ,p, ik) 
choices of distinct k-cliques whidl do not intersect E. Therefore, the 
total number ofq-cliques of type 3 is at most 
e are now ready to he main result. 
clique. Now f0r the case p G q, fin, p, q) =: 0. Also T(n, p) contains no 
p-clique, hence no q-clique! and thus gives the maximum J[n, p, 4) num- 
b q-cliques. In the rest of the proof, we assume y < p. 
ix p; we proceed by irldluction Qn 11, for all q such that 1 < Q 4~. p. 
ay of initial conditilons, we consider the case 1 Q; ~2 < p - 1 a Fsr 
c ~~rnp~ete graph UYI $2 nodes is the only graph with the maximum num- 
f ~~c~iques. 
suppose the theorem is true for n. We wilt show it is aiso true for 
1. Chssse any (q < tj, First we show that T(n +p-- 1, p) has 
p -- I, p9 q) y-cliques. Let E ‘oe ,a (j2 _- i )-clique of T(lz ff3 - 1) p). We 
ute the number of q-cliques in Tk 4-p -- 1, p) of type i, i = 1? 2,3, 
r’espect to E. The number of q-cliques of type 1 is (“4 ! ). The num- 
r of q-cliques of type 2 is fW, p, q, k. This is because if we remove from 
or + p _L_ E, p) the I@ -- I )-clique E, together with alt edges traGng nodes 
in E, we are left with T(a, p), and by thle induction hypothesis, this has 
pts L # , q) q-cliques. Fir~alty, T(ro +p - I, J f has 
~~~jques of pype 3. This is because, by the induction hypothesis. there 
) choices o:f k-cliques in T(n, p) (that is, f(n, p, k) choice;s of 
sin T(Iz+p-- , II. p) which are disjoini from E), and fo; each such 
ok, there are ( ~_ Ps k;;i ) q-cliques of type 3 using only the nodes af that 
Sque from outside E. So we see that 7t(~ +p - II, p) has the max4mum 
ibk number of q-lrdiqlaes of each type (see Section 4). Henc _. 
) has the rrraximum total number of q-cliques, namely 
aving f(n +p -- i, p, y) q-cliques and no 
ph on n+P-- 1 nodes withf(pi+p--- I,p~cj) 
en we will shovv G is, T(n +p - 1 ,p). Since 
ue. Call it E. Now 
mber of q-cliques of 
- I )-cli ence if we 
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remove from G the (p - I)-clique E, together with all edges having nodes 
in E, we are ieft with ;I graph on n nodes with f(n, p, 4) q-cliques and no 
p-clique. We cIaim this must be Tin, p). If 1 < q < ?I, then the uniqueness 
part of the induction hypothesis establishes this. if rr = 1, T(n, p) is the 
raph on one node. If 1 < n < q, then we appeal to the fact that 
there are 
q-cliques of type 2 in G. Take the term corresponding to k == 2. Then 
there ~IUS~ he i 1 f Oh 1’2 2 1 q -diques of type 3 using exactky one edge 
from outside E. ut ~2 < q, together with Q < p, imp&s p4 1~: p, and so 
fin, p. 2) = (f). Now in order for tfnere to be $1: ) (T ) y-cliques of type 
3 using exactly one edge from outskk+?, there must-be (; 11 choices of 
such edgy That is, the corn&me&i of E in G must be the complete graph 
on n nodes, which in this case, is exactly Th, p)* 
Sa G is 7%~ p). together with a (/I - 1 )-clique 15’ and some adldit ional 
edges connectk~g ?@I, p) with E. Now let the nodes of I;* be I-! f y . . . r np_ 1 i 
and let the sets described in the definition of T(n, p) be S, , ,.=, Sp_ I . 
SUPPOW first that no S: is empt,+. Then 110 ni can be conmxted to a 
node in each of the Sip i i 2 , . . . . g -- I 5 since, by the definitioln [of T(n,p), 
that WOUM produce a p-4iqrcre. But ni must be connected to exh nude 
ire at1 but one of the Sj. To see this, sutjpose fti was not connected to ;iny 
node of Sk + nor to some mde, say u, of Sl, I =?c k. There exiists 
q-cliques of type 3, so for k = I, there mkast exist (i-i ) fl.n, p), 1) = (:I: )n 
y-cliques which use only one node fro outside of k his me we tha 
each of the rr no&s outside of E must be connected to p -- 2 elf the p-- I 
nodes of E. Now choose a node w from Sk. Then ~7 is not in 11 a 
connected to rzi. Therefore, it must con?~ected to all frjx, j ?t i. 
&I r-lust be conrzxted to 311 rrj, j -# i. it u is connected to ML Yherefore, 
- 2 nodes of E, not inc 111 a’nd Et’, form 
es of the 5;atm 1:” -.- 2 sets from among S, , . . . , SF_ 
ted to each other, and that wouW produce 
e nodes Of &!aCh si 
, l ... pi -- 1, tQ~~t~~r 
. The readers, if there 
Sk xe empty and the 
, j 2-t k+ I !, ccmtains exact- 
ach such j, s; cmnot be 
st be conkcted to ztii 
the definition of 
at si ar2d s. cgmK$t 
2 necks of E. So we may ass’ume thht 
9 . . . . p -_ 1, and again WC‘ QX that ir’ is 
abou; the behavior of f(n, p), q). for fixed p 
roaches infinity. For YI = 0 (mod F -- 1). 
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